Does your SRL talk to you?
When you pull the line out of your Self Retracting Lanyard, does it make a clicking sound or is it silent? The sound
you hear when pulling the line out of a Reliance Fall Protection SRL is the sound of the Failsafe™ Locking Mechanism
and that is the sound of safety!
The Reliance® Fall Protection Failsafe™ locking mechanism is the safest and most reliable mechanism on the market.
It offers unparalleled protection for users and offers security no matter what conditions you face. Most locking
mechanisms on the market suffer from a major vulnerability, they can seize up in the unlocked position. If the
locking mechanism seizes it will fail to lockup in the event of a fall. With the Reliance® Failsafe® mechanism, this is
just not possible!

1. As the sperrad rotates,
spring pressure forces the
pawl down against the
running surface.

2. The continued rotation
and spring pressure lift the
pawl away from the sperrad
locking tooth.

3. Once the sperrad locking
tooth reaches the pawl, it
pushes the pawl nose down.

4. As the locking tooth clears
the pawl, it rotates the pawl
nose into the engagement
zone.

Snow storms, ice storms, oceanside service, corrosive
environments all present severe conditions that could
cause a unit to seize and not lockup. Reliance Fall
Protection is the only manufacturer to offer this
mechanism in every SRL we sell.
Contact us today to find out how we can help keep you
safe by offering Higher Standards in Personal Fall
Protection.

The Failsafe mechanism forces the pawl into
the engagement zone every time a sperrad
tooth passes. Even in the event of a frozen or
seized unit, the pawl will always present a
locking opportunity.
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